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We believe gifted, called lay people will effectively lead new congregations. 

Having been called to find even better ways to reach all people for Jesus Christ by planting new congregations, and 

recognizing that our current approaches will limit our ability to reach our goals, we embark on a new thing—the 

Lay Missionary Planting Network (LMPN).  

 
Find    

We seek lay people who have:  
• A Passion for the Gospel  

• Compassion for God’s people  

• Demonstrated potential for reaching the targeted population(s) in 

the region, and  

• A job or other source of income to support their families  

We also seek mentors and partner churches for these lay persons and their 

possible church plants.  

 
Equip 

Practical, experiential, mentor-supported discernment and training enable these lay persons to lead new church 

starts. Retreat settings offer open dialogue, growing theological competence and accountable, spiritual community. 

Training includes:  

• Sessions drawn from the most effective practices to equip planters for new church ministry  

• Mentors assigned to provide potential lay missionaries with needed support, encouragement and, in some 

cases, opportunities for internship  

• Opportunities to experience the United Methodist connection in action and learn from some of the best 

and brightest denominational thought-leaders and practitioners in church planting  
• Assessment of best fit: some will continue as high-potential planters, others as launch team members and 

still others as prospective Lay Missionary Planting Network coordinators  
 

Plant    

We seek to enter into covenant relationship with at least five annual 

conferences per year to train at least fifty lay people and at least twelve 

qualified lay missionaries per network to start new congregations, for a total 

of sixty new church starts per year.  
 
Multiply 

As these new churches prepare leaders for new church starts and plant other congregations we see the multiplication 

of God’s reign – as 60 becomes 120 becomes 240 and so on. Additionally, high-potential coordinators will help seed 

other Lay Missionary Planting Networks from the pilot to multiply the reach.  
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Partnerships with Annual Conferences and National Plans 

The Lay Missionary Planting Network exists to find, equip and deploy lay people to start new faith communities in 

partnership with clergy and in populations and contexts in which traditional approaches have not proven fruitful. 

The first Lay Missionary Planting Networks were located in the Baltimore-Washington/Virginia, Desert Southwest, 

East Ohio, Greater New Jersey, and Rio Grande annual conferences (yellow stars on map below). 

 

We expect to increase the number of LMPN sites in 2011 and 2012, within the following annual conferences/sites 

(green stars on map):  

• Eastern Pennsylvania 

• New York 

• Oklahoma Indian Missionary 

• Oregon-Idaho – two sites: Boise, 

Idaho,  and Salem, Oregon  

• Rio Grande – two sites: Austin 

and San Antonio, Texas 

• Yellowstone – several sites 

 

These partner conferences possess one or more of the following characteristics:  

• Underserved populations 

• Growth corridors, continuing to increase  

• Capacity for additional United Methodist congregations  

• Leaders who are passionate about and committed to starting new churches  

• Presence of strong, healthy partner congregations  

• Commitment to promote and support racial-ethnic new faith communities  

 

  

We also celebrate strong partnerships and mutual support between Path 1 and the 

National Plan for Hispanic/Latino Ministries (NPHLM) and the Native American 

Comprehensive Plan (NACP) through this effort.   

 

Path 1 acknowledges the generosity of The Foundation for Evangelism, which granted 

funds to launch the Lay Missionary Planting Network and continues to support this 

innovative effort.   

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

  
 

  


